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These new plows focus on giving your machine a
multi-functional plow that will increase productivity
during the winter season. Whether you’re taking
care of a large parking lot or a small yard, the
new fleet of Craig snow plows have you covered.
Call the Craig Customer Support Center today to
learn more about our new product offerings.

REV-V

FOLDING VEE PLOW
A versatile multi-position plow, the Craig Folding Vee Plow is
capable of acting as a vee plow, inverted vee plow, straight
blade, or angled blade. Both sides of the plow operate
independently of each other. Machine will require a auxiliary
valve to operate the plow. Electric over hydraulic diverter valve
included.

REV-EXT

EXTENDABLE REVERSIBLE PLOW
The Craig Extendable Reversible Plow is ideal for contractors
who plow large parking lots and yards. Capable of angling
35°, the Craig Extendable Reversible Plow features extending
functionality to increase it’s cleared path. Once the job is
complete it can be closed back up for safe travel on the road
between job sites. Machine will require a auxiliary valve to
operate the plow. Electric over hydraulic diverter valve and incab controls included.

SP-EXT

EXTENDABLE SNOW PUSHER
Ideal for contractors who plow large parking lots and yards, the
Craig Extendable Snow Pusher gives you a large cleared path
for plowing that can be hydraulically adjusted to be safe for
travel between job sites. Machine will require a auxiliary valve
to operate the plow.

T4900WP/T0600WP SERIES

FOLDING WING PLOW
The Craig Folding Wing Plow (patent pending) is designed to be
the ultimate multi-function snow fighting tool. The adjustable end
gates allow it to be used as a reversible plow, box plow, and
back dragging plow. Available for backhoes and medium sized
wheel loaders with a bucket capacity ranging from 2.00yd to
3.50yd. Machine will require an auxiliary valve to operate the
plow. Electric over hydraulic diverter valve and in-cab controls
included.

QUALITY SERVICE, SINCE 1946
Whether you’re purchasing new or have existing Craig snow gear, our
team of attachment experts are ready to help. With service trucks at our
Ontario and Alberta locations, Craig Manufacturing is equipped for all
your on-site service needs this winter season.
Minimize downtime and lower your cost of maintenance this winter
season. Call the Craig Customer Support Center today to schedule your
on-site snow gear install or to get your existing snow gear inspected and
serviced.
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